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19th Cortland World Youth
Fly Fishing
Championship 2020
Bihać-Bosnia and Herzegovina

Organizers:
SPORT FISHING ASSOCIATION OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA
Ive Andrića 4.,71123 ISTOČNO SARAJEVO
Bosnia and Herzegovina
e-mail: srsbihk@gmail.com
Phone: + 387 57 340 272; + 387 61 217 870
www.srsbih.com

Sport fisherman`s Association «Una» Bihać
Krupska bb, 77000 BIHAĆ
Bosnia and Herzegovina
e-mail: ribolovci@bih.net.ba
Phone: + 387 37 220 111
www.usr-unabihac.com/

PC National park «Una» l.l.c.
Bosanska 17d, 77 000 Bihać
e-mail: info@nationalpark-una.ba
phone: +387 37 221 528
http://nationalpark-una.ba/en/
Organizational committee from Sport Fishing Association
of Bosnia and Herzegovina:
Danijel Kobačić
Samir Čajić
Milorad Živković
Dženan Jahura
Organizational board from Sport Fisherman`s association
«Una» Bihać & Una National park-Bihać:
Damir Semanić
Amarildo Mulić
Haris Hadžihajdarević
International organizer:
Denijal Selimović
dr. Irfana Ljubijankića bb, 77000 Bihać
e-mail: denijal@net.hr
cell: + 387 61 321 311

COMPETITION PROGRAM
DATE
Day 1
MONDAY
29.06.2020.

Day 2
TUESDAY
30.06.2020.

Day 3
WEDNESDAY
01.07.2020.

Day 4
THURSDAY
02.07.2020.

Day 5
FRIDAY
03.07.2020.

Day 6
SATURDAY
04.07.2020.

Day 7
SUNDAY
05.07.2020.

TIME

ACTIVITY & LOCATION

- 09.00-12.00
- 12.00-14.00
- 12.00-12.45
- 14.00-15.00
- 18.00-18.45
- 18.45-19.45
- 20.00

- ARRIVAL OF THE TEAMS AND REGISTRAT.-HOTEL
- LUNCH AT THE HOTEL
- PRESS CONFERENCE AT THE HOTEL
- CAPTAIN`S MEETING AND THE DRAW-HOTEL
- CULTURAL PROGRAMME-CITY CENTRE BIHAĆ
- OPENNING CEREMONY-CITY CENTRE
- WELCOME COCTAIL-HOTEL «PARK» BIHAĆ

- 06.00-07.00
- 07.00
- 08.00-11.00
- 11.00-12.00
- 13.00-16.00
- 20.30-21.30
- 21.00-23.00

- BREAKFAST AT THE HOTEL
- BUS DEPARTURE FOR PRACTICE
- 1st OFFICIAL TRAINING - «Una-Ostrovica» IN K.V.
- LUNCH & DEPAR. TO THE TRAINING BEAT «Jotani»
- 2nd OFFICIAL TRAINING - »Jotani» IN BIHAĆ
- CAPTAIN`S MEETING IN THE HOTEL
- DINNER AT THE HOTEL

- 05.00-06.00
- 06.30-08.30
- 09.00-12.00
- 12.30-13.30
- 13.30-15.30
- 16.00-19.00
- 19.30-20.30
- 20.30-21.00
- 21.00-23.00

- BREAKFAST AT THE HOTEL
- BUS DEPARTURE FOR COMPETITION VENUES
- SESSION 1
- LUNCH- RESTAURANT IN KULEN VAKUF*
- TRANSPORTATION TO NEXT SECTOR
- SESSION 2
- DEPARTURE TO HOTEL
- CAPTAIN`S MEETING IN THE HOTEL
- DINNER AT THE HOTEL

- 05.00-06.00
- 06.30-08.30
- 09.00-12.00
- 13.00-14.00
- 14.00-15.00
- 19.00-20.30

- BREAKFAST AT THE HOTEL
- BUS DEPARTURE FOR COMPETITION VENUES
- SESSION 3
- LUNCH- RESTAURANT IN KULEN VAKUF*
- DEPARTURE TO HOTEL
- SYMPOSIUM - HOTEL «PARK»

- 05.00-06.00
- 06.30-08.30
- 09.00-12.00
- 12.30-13.30
- 13.30-15.30
- 16.00-19.00

- BREAKFAST AT THE HOTEL
- BUS DEPARTURE FOR COMPETITION VENUES
- SESSION 4
- LUNCH- RESTAURANT IN KULEN VAKUF
- TRANSPORTATION TO NEXT SECTOR
- SESSION 5

- 08.00-10.00
- 10.00-13.00
- 13.00-15.00
- 16.00
- 17.00-18.30
- 19.00
- 20.00

- BREAKFAST AT THE HOTEL
- EXCURSION TO ŠTRBAČKI BUK WATERFALLS
- LUNCH AT THE HOTEL
- DEPARTURE TO THE CITY CENTRE
- AWARDS & CLOSING CEREMONIES
- DEPARTURE TO THE HOTEL
- GALA DINNER AT THE HOTEL

- 07.00-10.00
- 10.00-12.00

- BREAKFAST AT THE HOTEL
- CHECK OUT

Bihać city
The area was settled from at least Illyrian and Roman
times, but the town itself was first mentioned in 1260, in a
document of King Bela IV. It were these far northwest
frontier lands that drew the line between the Ottomans
and the Austro-Hungarians. Bihac is a charming little
town centered on the banks of the Una River. The town is
teeming with café’s that inevitably gravitate around the
beautiful Una. It is more than worth a visit to Bihac or any
of the towns that live off these emerald waters.It is a great
place for a stop over if you're on your way down to the
Adriatic coast just across the border.
Or better yet, to really experience the magic of this body
of water – go stay for a few days and visit Una National
park, walk along the banks, enjoy fly fishing and raft down
its amazing falls, or simply sit and listen to the wise tales
water always tells.

Sport Fishermen´s association “Una” Bihać
Just like everywhere else in the world, where
people have settled along the waters, since the
time of prehistorical tribe Iapodians, fishing is a
very traditional activity represented in the
population that inhabits the area of Bihac, which
remained expressed until today. The Sport
Fishermen´s association “Una” Bihac nourishes
such tradition and manages its transition to
modern challenges from the first time it was
formed as an organized society in 1932 to
modern days where fishing is considered as a
relevant sport. It also manages part of the river
Una in the area of municipality of Bihać and
tributaries of river Una, with whole length of
around 65 km.
From that date, many members passed through
this association, and association has many
stories of success from it's long tradition where it
participated in numerous tournaments,
championships, cups, etc.
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Una National Park
is situated in the northwestern part of Bosnia and
Herzegovina in the territory of Bihac city.
The Park encompasses valley of the river Una, the
canyon of the river Unac, right tributary of Una all the way
to the river Krka in the west and the orographic slopes of
the mountains Pljesevica, Grmeč and Osječenica. This
area represents a unique natural complex in this part of
Europe, valuable for the preservation of the overall
landscape and biological diversity.
Una River is a compound of valuable natural resources,
diverse and preserved natural landscapes of
exceptional beauty, rich cultural and historical heritage
and the local population aware of the values of the area
in which they live. Preservation and protection of these
values for future generations is a fundamental
determinant for sustainable development of authentic
local traditional activities such as fishing, hunting,
forestry and agriculture. The same applies to the
introduction of new activities such as tourism, recreation,
education and scientific research, through which local
population builds opportunities for better quality of life
and self develops together in harmony with nature.

GENERAL INFORMATION
The World Championship will be organized in five river fishing sectors according to FIPSMoche regulations. Competition beats spreads on the Una River in Bihać city which is situated
on North-West part of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Distances from accomodation (Hotel “ADA” Bihać) to sectors:
1.
SECTOR A “Martin Brod”
48 km-50 min
2.
SECTOR B “Jelova točila”
46 km-45 min
3.
SECTOR C “Priboj”
44 km-40 min
4.
SECTOR D “Kulen Vakuf”
41 km-35 min
5.
SECTOR E “Kostela”
13 km-20 min
Training beats:
- «Una-Ostrovica» Kulen Vakuf 40 km-35 min.
- «Jotani» Bihać
4 km-10 min
Reserve sectors:
- Klokot river in Bihać 7 km-15 min
- Sanica river in Ključ 92 km-1 h 20 min.
Competetive beats will be organized in 5 sectors which are 1,300 m in length each (except
sector E), and competitors starting places are 120 m in length, without intermediate spaces
(with the exception of sector E ”Kostela”). The starting positions are marked with strips both,
from the left and from the right side.
During the competition, it is allowed to use all kinds of flies and only with barbless hooks, and
weight obstruction larger than the allowed concealed on the nymph and/or streamer while the
visible part of the weight shouldn’t exceed 4 mm. The use of eggs and silicone flies is
prohibited, and all hunting techniques are permitted. The minimum length of the fish to be
scored is 20 cm and all species of fish represented in the Una River are eligible. Only barbless
hooks are used for hunting and fish is to be taken out of the water by means of fishnets. All
hunting techniques are allowed, and baits based on silicone, eggs are not allowed.
Official practice will be organized, for sectors A, B, C & D in Kulen Vakuf, «Una-Ostrovica»
beat, as well as for sector E "Kostela" practice beat «Jotani» in duration of two days in
accordance with the programme of the competition.
Reserve sectors are on the rivers of Klokot in Bihać and Sanica in Ključ municipality, which are
tributaries of the Una River.
Considering the time of the year and the estimated time of the World Championship, the
weather conditions are appropriate for the organization of the competition: sunrise is around
5,40 AM and after 8,00 PM the visibility is reduced, so the schedule of the competition is
adjusted to these facts, as stated in the Championship Program.
The air temperature on the beats during the World Championship is between 17-25 C0, and
the water level of the river is very favorable for the competition at the end of June and
beginning of July.
Water levels can be monitored online at: http://www.voda.ba/hidroloske-stanice?sliv=2, and
water quality of the Una river in Una NP can be monitored at: http://www.ecosustain.info/
The organization of the World Championship in 5 sectors is optimal in terms of the time
required to transport competitors from the hotel to the sectors and return them afterwards to
the hotel for night breaks and preparation for the next day of the competition.

SECTORS
COMPETITION BEATS OF SECTORS A, B, C & D
1.
2.
3.
4.

“Martin Brod”
“Jelova točila”
“Priboj”
“Kulen Vakuf”

- SECTOR A
- SECTOR B
- SECTOR C
- SECTOR D

These competitive beats are located in the Una National Park area between the settlements
Kulen Vakuf and Martin Brod. The farthest sector from the hotel is Sector "A" Martin Brod, 48
km from the hotel, from which the competition beat begins, more precisely from the mouth of
the Unac River in Una and further downstream 8 km to Kulen Vakuf. Sectors A & B are the
parts of the longest fly fishing beat in Una NP-Martin Brod, which is 8 km total in length.
Along the entire described flow in all four sectors, the Una river has average depth of 1 m to 3
meters with plenty of rapids and many 2-3 m deep underwater tanks in which is best to catch
on bait such as dry, wet fly, nymph, streamer, and depending on the part of the day. In the lower
part of the beat, the river is slightly slower and wider and there are deeper pools in which
grayling and Rainbow trout are fished well and are prevalent along the entire competition beat.
Along the competition beats, there is a Kulen Vakuf - Martin Brod road communication on
which the buses that bring competitors from the hotel or from another sector will move. The
bus leaves the competitors by the road or the place where the sector is marked and where the
starting places are intended. At the bus stop there are official observers that will be visibly
marked with accreditation. The competitor and the observer go to their starting point where
they will be informed of the fishing area where the competitor prepares for the competition for
up to 30 minutes.
Species of fish
In the Una river within the competition trail in the Una National Park area is inhabited by
salmonid species of fish: grayling, stream trout and rainbow trout.

TABLE OF SECTOR ROTATION

DAY

SECTOR

DAY I
TUESDAY
30. 06.2020.

Official
practice

08.00 - 11.00
A
«Una-Ostrovica»
Martin Brod

DAY II
WEDNESDAY
01.07.2020.

DAY III
THURSDAY
02.07.2020.

09.00 - 12.00 16.00 - 19.00 09.00 - 12.00

DAY IV
FRIDAY
03.07.2020.

09.00- 16.0012.00 19.00

A

B

C

D

E

B
Jelova točila

B

C

D

E

A

C
Priboj

C

D

E

A

B

D

E

A

B

C

E

A

B

C

D

Kulen Vakuf

13.00 - 16.00
D
«Jotani»
Kulen Vakuf
Bihać
E
Kostela

Sector A
«Martin Brod»

SECTOR A - «Martin Brod»

Sector B
«Jelova točila»

SECTOR B - «Jelova točila»

Sector C
«Priboj»

SECTOR C - «Priboj»

Sector D
«Kulen Vakuf»

SECTOR D - «Kulen Vakuf»
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Description of sector E “Kostela”
Sector E is separated from the other 4 sectors in the Una National Park and it is located 12 km
downstream of the center of Bihać city. It extends from the Kostela hydro-power plant
downstream to the Sedra Hotel and is 2,500 m long. The trail provides very good fishing
conditions with approaches that are appropriate for this level of competition.
Unlike the other 4 sectors, the starting points are not arranged in a row but are arranged so
that there are gaps between the marked starting points since some parts of the river are not
suitable for competition due to inaccessible terrain.
The width of the river along the sector E is from 30 to 50 meters and the depth is from 1 to 5
meters.
Species of fish
Salmonid and cyprid fish species live in this part of Una river.
In the Una river within the competition trail in the Una National Park area is inhabited by
salmonid species of fish: grayling (Thymallus thymallus), stream trout (Salmo trutta morpha
fario) and rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss Walbaum).
According to the rules of the competition, all kinds of fish with a minimum length of 20 cm are
scored.

Sector E «Kostela»

SECTOR E - «Kostela»

OFFICIAL PRACTICE
Official practice beat for sectors A, B, C & D
The official practice beat in Una NP is located in Kulen Vakuf, upstream and downstream of
the large bridge. A buffer zone of 300 meters was designated between the competition and
training beats. Like competition beats, the practice beat is marked and receives a number of
training teams.
In the part of the practice beat in Kulen Vakuf, the river Una is slightly wider with a depth of 0,53 m, and is suitable for fishing with dry fly and nymph, and depending on the swarming time it is
well hunted with a streamer. Training is held according to a fixed schedule.

Training beat «Una-Ostrovica»

Official practice beat «Jotani» Bihać
The Jotani training beat is located in Bihać city, only 1.300 m downstream from the center. This
tfly fishing beat is characterized by good access roads for the vehicles and beautiful river
islands with accessible paths to training beat, both from the shores and from the islands to the
water
The practice beat itself is located on the left and right sides of the banks of the river Una, as
well as part of the island, and because of the width of the river, it is characterized by larger
surfaces suitable for treading. The depth of the river is 1-3 m and the beat is suitable for fishing
with dry flies, nymphs, and depending on the time of swarming, it is suitable for streamer as
well.
Training beat «Jotani» Bihać

ACCOMODATION
Hotel Park & Restaurant Sun

Reserve competition sector Klokot river - Bihać
The Klokot river is one of the shortest tributaries of the Una river and it is planned as a reserve
competition sector, it is situated close to the inhabited place of Klokot which is 7 km away from
the Hotel. The banks of this river mostly are not forested. Almost the entire course of the Klokot
river, the depth of the river is 1,5-6 meters and it flows past the meadows and pastures with the
exception of the part near the source itself, which is surrounded by dense evergreen trees. In
the river there are salmonid species of fish grayling (Thymallus thymallus Linnaeus), stream
trout (Salmo trutta m fario Linnaeus), Danube salomon (Hucho hucho Linnaeus), and in the
lower part of the sector there are pike (Esox lucius Linnaeus) and reef (Leuciens cephahus).

Reserve sector «Klokot»

Reserve competition sector «Sanica» Ključ
The reserve competition sector on the Sanica river is 90 kilometers east of the town of Bihać in
Sanica, and 18 km away from the town of Ključ.
Salmonid species of fish like grayling (Thymallus thymallus Linnaeus), river trout (Salmo trutta
morpha fario), the Danube salmon (Hucho-hucho Linnaeus) live in the river, and in lower parts
other species like pike (Esox lucius Linnaeus) and chub (Leuciens cephahus) are
represented.
Reserve sector «Sanica»

Official championship accommodation
All teams will be located in one hotel which is 2.5 km away from the center of Bihac.
The Ada hotel has 74 double rooms (double and pull-out bed) and 2 suites. All rooms are
equipped with bathroom, TV, WI-FI, telephone, as well as a balcony with a unique view of the
magnificent cascades of the Una river. The property has an aperitiv bar and a hall with 100
seats.
The Ada hotel is part of the complex, which is still comprised of the restaurant “Sun” and the
«Orljani « Auto Camp and is located along the M5 main road on the way from Bihać to sections
A, B, C and D in the Una National Park. Within the complex there is a large parking lot which is
illuminated and secured.
Meals for the participants of the championship planned at the Hotel will be served in the
restaurant "Sun", which is located on the river island and next to the coast and the attractive
cascades of the Una river, which is accessible via bridge and is located only 100 m from the
hotel "Ada".
The restaurant has a rich selection of indigenous fish dishes, local specialties, as well as many
other European cuisine dishes.
See on the map:
https://www.openstreetmap.org/#map=17/44.80038/15.90635
Processing and publishing result
After each session, competitor lists are collected and forwarded to the referee, who forwards
them to the competition secretary, who then relays this information to the Hotel, where the
data is processed and made public on the World championship website and on display in
PRESS centre (Hotel ADA).

Registration fees
All prices valid for entire duration of championship
from 29th June to 13th of July 2020.
- Competitors: € 850 per person, which includes:
full board, logistics, fishing license, closing banquet & insurance
- Team (others): € 850 per person, which includes:
full board, logistics, closing banquet & insurance
- Guests (accompanying persons): € 500 per person, which includes:
full board & closing banquet

Payment details
SPORT FISHING ASSOCIATION OF BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA bank details:
Raiffeisen bank d.d. Sarajevo
Bank Address BIC (Swift) : RZBABA2S
Account n IBAN: BA391611000001273183 ( € EURO)
Contact person for all informations related to championship (English ):
Amir Alagić
e-mail: amirflyfishing@gmail.com
cell: +387 62 067 088 (Viber, WhatsApp)

SPONSORS:

Predsjedništvo
Bosne i Hercegovine

Unsko sanski
kanton

Grad Bihać
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